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1. Introduction
THE ARTICLE AIMS TO ADDRESS IN THE MOST DIRECT AND LITERAL WAY THE TOPICS OUTLINED, PRESENTED AND DISCUSSED AT THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM «MODULAR
DESIGN: Prefabricating the Postwar Landscape», held at the Politecnico di Milano, Dipartimento di Architettura e Studi Urbani in October 2013. My intervention in the
symposium and the present article explore intersections of theories and practice of
modular coordination of dimensions in construction between actors from different
socio-political contexts who actively participated in, what might be called, the prefabrication network of the 1950s and 1960s. The article explores the process of production and exchange of design knowledge across the real and imagined political and
economic borders of the post-war world. The focus is on points of connection and exchange between the architect, University of Belgrade professor Milan Zloković, his
peers, international network of experts and academics involved in advancing modularity, standardisation and prefabrication across the global development landscape, and
the local actors in peripheral and, at the time, underdeveloped cities in the former
Yugoslavia.
The structure of the article follows subheadings of subject, network, time
frame, landscape and concludes with the note on social significance of modular coordination. The choice of the subject of the analysis is approach to the theory and practice of modular design and production by the architect Milan Zloković, (1898, Trieste
– 1965, Belgrade), in the post-Second World War period. The network or context in
which I suggest the work of this architect needs to be explored is that of dialogues and
debates on post-war reconstruction and industrialized construction in Italy, former Yugoslavia and Europe-wide. The time frame of the analysis is set into 1950s and 1960s,
as the era when prefabrication was conceptualized as technique and technology as
well as language and aesthetic of contemporary architecture. The article concludes by
looking at two specific cases of prefabricated public buildings realised in this period in
the townscapes of two ancient multicultural Balkan cities, Ulcinj in Montenegro littoral and Prizren in Kosovo.1
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FIG. 01. MILAN ZLOKOVIć: HOTEL ⌥I A IN MATARU⌃KA BANJA (1931-32), PROMOTIONAL LEAFLET.

2. Subject: Modular design as lingua franca
Milan Zloković, one of the most prominent modern architects in Serbia and
the former Yugoslavia was born in 1898 in the North Adriatic port city of Trieste in the
naval family originating from Boka Kotorska, Montenegro. As a representative of the
last generation of the Serb-Illyric community formed in Trieste in mid 18th century by
the privilege granted by the Habsburg ruler Maria Theresa, Zloković formed his Weltanschauung in the multicultural context of the Adriatic Littoral. Like other members
of this community, Zloković also was multilingual from his early childhood, easily switching between Serbian language and Cyrillic alphabet in family and community life as
well as in the Serbian Orthodox church to which they belonged, Italian in urban life
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FIG. 02. INDUSTRIALIZZAZIONE DELL'EDILIZIA (DEDALO, BARI, 1965), DUST COVER, DRAWING BY MILAN ZLOKOVIć.

and culture and everyday communication, German in Austro-Hungarian education system and military, and French as a foreign language of arts, poetry and correspondence. The historian Marco Dogo (2001, 2007) writes of the multiple identities of the first
generation of Orthodox merchants in Trieste, which were formed between the global
geographies of shipping and world trade and the affective and spiritual geography of
religion and tradition of the old country. Not too dissimilarly, Zloković’s architectural
practice and theory related to shifting geographies and multiple identities forged between modernity and antiquity of the Adriatic and the Balkan region. Even as he permanently moved to Serbia, where he graduated in architecture in 1921 and held a
teaching post at the University of Belgrade until his death in 1965, Zloković kept a lifelong sense of belonging to the Mediterranean maritime culture and the vernacular
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FIG. 03. MILAN ZLOKOVIć, «LA COORDINAZIONE MODULARE», IN INDUSTRIALIZZAZIONE DELL'EDILIZIA (DEDALO, BARI,
1965), P. 163.

building tradition of the Adriatic Littoral as well as the architectural and urban heritage of its cities of the Roman-Dalmatian-Venetian character (Blagojević, 2011,
2012b). With this particular personal history in mind, Zloković’s lifelong insistence on
modular design and coordination in construction, might be interpreted as a search for
architectural lingua franca between modernity and tradition of multicultural and multilingual Mediterranean and Balkan regions.
In addition, through frequent sojourns in the parental home in Trieste, yearly travels throughout Italy, contacts with the Italian architects, journals he referred to
such as Domus, Casabella, Quadrante and La Casa, he was exposed to Italian archi-
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FIG. 04. MILAN ZLOKOVIć, OR E ZLOKOVI
(1959-60), BUILDING IN THE TOWNSCAPE.

AND

MILICA MOJOVI : PRIMARY TEACHERS TRAINING COLLEGE IN PRIZREN

tecture discourse from rationalism in the 1920s and 1930s to the post-war debates on
prefabrication. His interwar architecture, such as the Hotel ⌥ića in Mataru ka Banja
(1931-32) [Fig. 1], Commerce Hall in Skopje (1933-35), School in Jagodina (1937-40),
Hospital in Risan by Endowment of Vaso Ćuković (1938-41), University Clinic for
Children (1933; 1937-40) or FIAT salon and service in Belgrade (1939-40), reveals, as
noted by Kenneth Frampton, a ‘somewhat surprising influence’ of ‘the classic order of
the Italian rationalist tradition’ (Blagojević, 2003, quote on the dust cover). As demonstrated through research and geometric and proportional analysis by the present
author, modularity was consistently pursued in most if not all of his projects. Even if
modularity was only applied by architect’s intuition in conventional construction te-
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FIG. 05. MILAN ZLOKOVIć, OR E ZLOKOVIć AND MILICA MOJOVI : TOURIST COLONY HOTEL MEDITERRANEAN IN ULCINJ
(1961-64), PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH OF THE COLONY FROM THE OLD CITY.

chnology of brick buildings in combination with in-situ concrete frame that he realized in the first two decades of his career (1921-1941), consistent modular design geared towards prefabricated construction became the core method in his projects during
the intensive processes of the first phase of socialist urbanization and modernization
between 1945 and 1965. When his private practice diminished in the changed socio-political and economic conditions of the socialist Yugoslavia, Zloković turned to academia and original research of historical-theoretical issues of standardisation, modularity
and industrialisation of construction, which was published in twenty-odd analytic papers and articles. The ensuing theoretical synthesis of this research, entitled ‘La coordinazione modulare’ (Zloković, 1965),2 was published in Italian, as a chapter in the
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FIG. 06. TEACHERS TRAINING COLLEGE IN PRIZREN, FAÇADE.

book Industrializzazione dell'edilizia (AA.VV., 1965). [Fig. 2] The modular coordination chapter is organised in 24 thematic sections which make up a fifty pages long treatise supported by the bibliography of 163 references and sources.
The discourse is constructed in combination of a concise narrative, mathematical equations and arithmetic series and 101 figures, that is 51 photographs and reproductions and 50 complex figures made up by drawings of detailed geometric
analysis, numerical tabulation and diagrams of great precision, meticulously hand
drawn by the architect himself. [Fig. 3] The chapter effectively concludes with sections
on the application of the theory of modular coordination in practice, i.e., modular design of the modern education and tourist typologies in prefabricated construction, that
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the architect co-authored with his son, the architect and engineer Zloković
(b. 1927, Trieste) and his daughter, the architect Milica Mojović (b. 1932, Belgrade),
namely:
Primary School Teachers Training College in Prizren, 1959-60 [Fig. 4]
Tourist colony Hotel Mediterranean in Ulcinj, 1961-64 [Fig 5]

3. Network: Dialogues on Industrialized Construction
The book Industrializzazione dell’edilizia resulted from participation of thirteen guest-lecturers invited to the Course on Culture and the Latest Industrialised
Construction and Prefabrication – Corso di cultura e di aggiornamento in industrializzazione edilizia e prefabbricazione.3 The course was led by professor Achille Petrignani and held in 1963-64 at the Institute of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Bari – Istituto di Architettura della Facoltà di Ingegneria, Università
degli Studi di Bari. All authors were active protagonists of the post-war reconstruction
discourse which was advanced through various international meetings, organizations
and publications on modular design and prefabrication since the mid-1950s. Introduced by Petrignani, the book comprises 14 chapters, such as chapters on concept and
process of industrialised construction by Giuseppe Ciribini, professor at the Polytechnics of Milan and Turin; on quality control in construction, by his friend and colleague, engineer Gèrard Blanchère, director of the French Centre Scientifique et
Technique du Bâtiment; on history of modern architecture as expression of the civiltà
industriale, that is, a sort of a cultural history of industrialization of construction in the
first and second industrial revolutions, by ‘il Maestro’ Marcello Grisotti, professor of
the University of Bari (Cervini 1992, p. 1); on Italian residential construction and housing typology with comparative examples of international experience, by University of
Bari professor Vittorio Chiaia, architect practicing in Bari in partnership with Massimo Napolitano;4 or on complexity of decision making in architecture, by Chiaia’s
‘grande amico’ from the American days, Konrad Wachsmann, and so on. Even this
brief summary demonstrates multivalent relations between the authors of the book
which, in today’s terms, can be comprehended as quite an effective network.
In fact, Zloković, Ciribini and Wachsmann already appeared in the same publication some years before, contributing their respective articles to the issue no. 4 of
the Italian journal La Casa, quaderni di architettura e di critica which came out in 1957
under the editorial of Pio Montesi. In his article in the journal, Zloković interprets Vignola’s Canon of the Five Orders of Architecture (1562), with respect to its modularity. As the editorial note introducing the article suggests: «Oltre che un indubbio
contributo alla critica della concezione vignolesca degli ordini, il saggio dello Zloković
costituisce una prova delle proprietà geometriche e armoniche che derivano dall’adozione, per il proporzionamento di una serie di elementi, di uno schema modulare.»
(Zloković, 1957, p. 162). Already in La Casa, all three wrote respective articles on
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FIG. 07. MILAN ZLOKOVIĆ: DIAGRAM OF PROPORTIONS OF THE FAÇADE UNIT (COLLEGE IN PRIZREN).

ideas they would each advance in years to come: Zloković introduced his trans-historical research in commensurability, Ciribini discussed methodology of industrialised
construction, and Wachsmann advocated a collegial ‘team’ model of design process organisation. Based on conversation that the author of this article had with Zloković,5
it could be assumed that the dialogues continued through close contacts that he and
his father Milan Zloković kept with Giuseppe Ciribini, who visited Belgrade and their
home on more than one occasion and gave a lecture on the ‘Italian experiences in application of modular coordination in construction’ at the University of Belgrade – Faculty of Architecture in October 1958 (Bosia, ed., 2013, p. 170). As noted above, by his
naissance and lifelong visitations and contacts, Zloković had been privy to the Italian
architectural culture since the 1920s and 1930s. Familiarity with the Italian discourse, I
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FIG. 08. HOTEL MEDITERRANEAN IN ULCINJ, CENTRAL BUILDING WITH RECEPTION AND RESTAURANT (1964).

would argue, made him a likely node in the network and an important link to the professional and institutional bodies advancing knowledge on modular design and production in the socialist Yugoslavia, of which he had been one of the key proponents
and a member of several federal committees and organisations concerned with the
questions of modular design and industrialisation of construction. As the scientific advisor to the Institute of Architecture and Urbanism of Serbia, and/or collaborator of
the Yugoslavian Bureau for Labour Productivity, Yugoslavian Construction Centre,
member of the Federal Committee for Modular Coordination of Dimensions in Construction, or representing institutions and organizations such as the Federal Committee for Standardisation, Federal Construction Chamber, and University of Belgrade –
Faculty of Architecture, Zloković regularly participated in international meetings and
dialogues on the subject.
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FIG. 09. HOTEL MEDITERRANEAN IN ULCINJ, TOURIST COLONY SITE PLAN.

As a delegate, he took part in the Congress of the International Organisation
for Standardisation (ISO) in Paris (1957), at the meetings of the European Productivity Agency (EPA) in Stockholm and Copenhagen (1957) and Athens (1958), and at
the Congress of the Conseil International du Bâtiment (CIB) in Rotterdam (1959).
Both Zloković and Ciribini were elected members of the International Modular
Group (IMG). Zloković was elected into membership at IMG meeting in London in
April 1960, and subsequently took part in the group’s activities and meetings in Copenhagen (1960), Bamberg (1961), Paris (1962), Stockholm and Warsaw (1963), and
Zürich (1964).

4. Time frame: Design context in the 1950s and 1960s Yugoslavia
Planning, design and construction of public housing were seen as a priority in
post-war socialist Yugoslavia. For example, in 1960s Belgrade, an average of 10,000
new apartments had been built each year. Most of the housing used ‘⌥e elj’ prefabricated pre-stressed reinforced concrete skeleton system for assembly, patented by the
Institute for Materials of Serbia (IMS) and named after the engineer Branko ⌥e elj
who invented it. The preferred use of prefabricated skeletal IMS systems was subsequent to rapid and easy montage and construction, open floor plans and independent
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façade, which resulted in great architectural variation. Illustrative of IMS system typological variability and range of architectural articulation of buildings façades are different types of apartment buildings in large housing blocks in the central zone of New
Belgrade constructed over the period between 1960s and 1980s (Blagojević, 2012a).
As the professor at the University of Belgrade and as architect working as a
sole practitioner, Zloković however operated without the system of state design offices and construction enterprises. Despite his extensive design and construction experience and career-long interest in modular design, he had no role in the housing boom
of the period. In fact, after 1945, even though he participated in some 30 design competitions winning some 20 awards, he realized only two projects in what were among
the most peripheral and under developed municipalities of the federal state at the
time. If compared to the number of more than forty buildings, from houses and villas
to large public buildings, that the architect realised across the country in his interwar
career, his exclusion from the process of mass construction in the post-war period
seems odd, to say the least. This could have been consequential both to his own reluctance to forfeit principles of individual authorial practice and the wider socio-political
context of socialist construction. Clearly, the period was marked by the domination of
the collective over the individual, in ideological but also in practical terms of the rapid
and intense industrialisation and urbanisation processes. Scientific design methodology based on meticulous historical and theoretical research had been of little consequence in the period’s preference for speed and mass construction on the one side and
symbolism and representativeness of the socialist project on the other. It was only to
be expected that Zloković would find his haven in the academia and on the margins
of mass construction, as well as in dialogues with colleagues abroad, rather than in the
company of the local barons of industrialisation of mass construction. To realize buildings in the face of almighty construction enterprises, however, Zloković had to use all
his design wits to achieve maximum economy, that is, to produce innovative designs for
minimum expenditure to maximum effect.
The potential for innovation of which I speak grew out of political, legislative and design factors. With the enactment of the Constitutional Law of 1953 that introduced local communities self-management in Yugoslavia and subsequent passing of
the new legislation on municipalities’ authority over communal urban planning issues
in 1957, the municipalities were given independent decision making power over questions of priority development planning and financing, and economic, communal, social and cultural matters of common interest.6 Thus it was possible for the local
authorities of the municipalities of Prizren and Ulcinj to exercise new legislative territorial self-management right through locally initiated and funded municipal development in common interest, i.e., the Teachers College in Prizren and the Tourist colony
in Ulcinj. In both cases, the decision by the local community authorities to directly
commission the projects from the architects (Zloković, Zloković and Mojović), who
operated as an authorial team outside the state design and construction enterprises,
was made on the basis of the rationality of their projects, efficient planning of con-
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FIG. 10. HOTEL MEDITERRANEAN IN ULCINJ,

ACCOMMODATION UNITS TYPOLOGY.

struction process and the lowest construction cost proposals. The politics of self-management was instrumental in bringing about legislation which empowered local actors, and the architects’ particular profile and independence from large systems was in
fact instrumental in the effective transfer of knowledge from the European expert forums on industrialization and standardization of construction to the rather unsophisticated local construction enterprises and under-qualified workforce.

5. Modular design applied in Ulcinj and Prizren
Peripheral position, poor traffic and transportation connectivity and scarcity
of local authorities funding, both in Prizren and in Ulcinj, necessitated maximum rationalisation and use of locally available materials and employment of a local workforce, where possible. On the first glance the two projects seem very different in
program, scale and context, that is, one being a compact school building in continental
Kosovo, and the other a tourist colony consisting of ten separate buildings on the
South-East Adriatic coast of Montenegro. Different also are effects of their respective modular systems, even if both use the same base module of 1M = 10 cm,7 and modular design grid based on multiplied base module nM = 1Mn. Yet, when researched
not only as modular systems or architectural projects per se but as a search for a rationality, we find that they share a number of coherences, compatibilities and deductive connections which can be seen as features of a specific design methodology. I would
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argue that in both cases modular design serves as an abstract mediation between modern architecture and multiple socio-cultural valences of the two historical cities.

5.1. Primary School Teachers Training College in Prizren, 1959-60
In sum, Primary School Teachers Training College was a secondary school
building, designed for the capacity of some 300 pupils. The building is entirely based on
the construction system of modular elements prefabricated in reinforced concrete (Zloković, Mojović and Zloković, 1961; Zloković, 1966). Notably, all the dimensions and annotations in the project were inscribed solely in modular terms, such as the continuous
design modular grid – 18M = 1M18 = 1.8 m – that is marked in plans with numbers 1,
2, 3, 4, …, for width, and by letters A, B, C, D, …, for depth. The site planning is also
based on the urban modular grid of squares measuring 5M18 = 90M = 9 m, that is laid
out and consistently scaled in relation to a single fixed point, marked on location. Thus,
all scaling and measurements in urban and architectural design, as well as on site were
annotated and expressed solely in modules, thus rationalising design production and
communication time. In this way, as the architects insisted from the outset, rationalisation and clarity were implemented throughout the process, from initial design stage
to the actual construction on site. The modular dimensions proved to be easily transposable on site and the transposition of the modular network of the project was very
useful as a reliable reference system, easily adopted by both structural engineers and
the local contractor. The visual conception of external appearance is based on combination of traditional construction of solid walls in local stone and prefabricated system
of light façade elements in exposed concrete. Prefabricated façade units of windows
and parapet elements are set in a continuous axial rhythm along the main longitudinal facades, in stark contrast to rustic stone gable walls, placed transversally. [Fig. 6]
Expensive external finishing was completely omitted by using tin lined formwork for casting of the prefabricated façade elements and leaving the locally available natural stone exposed. The façade design is based on Zloković’s analysis of
regulating lines, the proportional system set in correspondence with the ratio of the
golden section and its constitutive ratio of √5, and verified by the architect using the ancient Roman compass 9/5 as the proportioning tool (Zloković, 1965, 184-185). [Fig. 7]

5.2. Tourist colony Hotel Mediterranean in Ulcinj, 1961-64
The Ulcinj project followed after the typology study carried out by Milan
Zloković and or e Zloković in 1959, and published as an article ‘The Significance of
Modular Coordination in Design and Construction of Buildings: An Example of Practical Application in Tourist Buildings on the Montenegro Littoral as Means of Increasing Construction Productivity’ in the journal Produktivnost – Productivity. Journal for
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the questions of productivity of labour (Published by the Federal Institute for Productivity, Belgrade, est. 1959) (Zloković, 1961). Based on the hypothesis of rationality
of apartment units as opposed to rooms, and a tourist colony as opposed to a large
hotel, the subsequent typology provided a great range of rational and economic accommodation unit types. Notwithstanding low construction budget, the resulting tourist colony provided exceptionally high levels of comfort (Zloković, 1963).8 [Fig. 9] The
accomplished standard of 90% independent apartment units – each with an en suite
bathroom, loggia with a view of the sea and the Ulcinj Old City and direct external access – not only greatly surpassed the period’s hotel rating of ‘B’ category for years following, but proved that rationality of design was of central relevance. Due to design,
the construction budget calculated for a ‘B’ category proved sufficient in achieving a
much higher accommodation standard than expected and, eventually, greater revenue
for the local tourist enterprise which ran the hotel.9 [Fig. 10] The low construction cost
was due to clever combination of ten modular prefabricated concrete elements (including stairs, structural members and building blocks) and seven types of windows
and doors. The gable walls, like in Prizren, were built traditionally by local workforce
in rustic natural stone, available locally. The precise planning of simultaneous construction of multiple pavilions with a limited number of prefabricated elements, allowed for the fast track construction,10 resulting in construction cost per bed in
apartments lower than that in ordinary hotel rooms.

6. Concluding remarks
In conditions of scarcity of local development funds, both the school and the
hotel projects were decided solely on grounds of rationality, in turn, proving in practice
the advantages of modular design. If, for instance, we were look more closely at harmonious correspondences between elements and units in the hotel project,11 it becomes clear
that the advantages were proven not only from the point of view of economic and efficient construction process, but from the perspective of architectural composition. Modularity effectuated innovative typology, that proved superior to accepted standards of
functionality and comfort and realized at lower cost. Prefabricated construction based on
consistent application of modular coordination of dimensions throughout proved more
rational in comparison to traditional building techniques. The inclusion of the local building materials and skills in both projects proved value of the vernacular technê as the
combination of practicality, economy and social relations. Finally, modular design proved
an effective lingua franca, equally comprehensible to the local workforce in multilingual
contexts of Ulcinj and Prizren and the international network of experts. The modern tourist and school building typologies made possible through rational modular design in the
relatively peripheral and underdeveloped economic circumstances of Ulcinj and Prizren,
brought not only employment opportunities to the locale but democratisation of the right
to education and leisure for the two respective regions in years to come. In the decades
since the end of socialism and break-up of Yugoslavia, both developments have withstood the test of time against all odds, both being still in operation and remaining significant
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examples of the 1960s architectural modernism in the region. The construction of the tourist colony as the then largest single resort on the Montenegro littoral marked the turning
point for mass tourism on the Ulcinj Riviera and the consequent economic and social
progress of the whole area. Hotel Mediterranean remains in most part in its original form,
although privatized and renovated (alas, three, out of nine accommodation pavilions and
landscaping around them have been demolished). In Prizren, the Teachers Training College was complemented in 1966-68 by a new building of the Pedagogical Academy, also
originally designed by the same family co-authorial team, its detailed design stage carried
out after the death of the principal architect Milan Zloković, and construction supervised
by or e Zloković. The college and the academy remain educational institutions to this
day and age, currently forming the main campus of the University of Prizren.12
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